NEW BOOKS ORDERED FOR APRIL, 2020

BOOK OF LONGINGS by Sue Monk Kidd

THE BOOK OF LOST FRIENDS by Lisa Wingate

CAMINO WINDS by John Grisham (also in large print)

CRASH by David Hagberg & Lawrence Light

DEAD LAND by Sara Paretsky

HIDDEN SALEM by Kay Hooper

THE HOUSE OF KENNEDY by James Patterson (N/F)

MASKED PREY by John Sandford

ONE FATAL FLAW by Anne Perry

REDHEAD BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD by Anne Tyler

REVENGE by James Patterson & Andrew Holmes

SAVAGE SON by Jack Carr

THE SECRETS OF LOVE STORY BRIDGE by Phaedra Patrick

A SILENT DEATH by Peter May

SIMON THE FIDDLER by Paulette Jiles

STONE CROSS by Marc Cameron

SUNRISE ON HALF MOON BAY by Robyn Carr

THE TALENTED MR. VARG by Alexander McCall-Smith

THREE HOURS IN PARIS by Cara Black

TRUTHS I NEVER TOLD YOU by Kelly Rimmer

WALK THE WIRE by David Baldacci (also in large print)

THE WEDDING DRESS by Danielle Steel

YOGI: A LIFE by Jon Pessah (N/F)